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21st century interviews have moved from how much you know to how well you
can present what you know. This is where public speaking comes in as an
important aspect of acing your interviews. Now, there’s the part where you

prepare properly for possible questions you are going to be asked but how you
answer it also has a long way to go.

Phone
Interviews

Let’s start from here. Yeah, not every company or
organization will require you to appear physically before a
panel for an interview, it might just take a simple phone call
for you to prove yourself. Seems easy right? I mean, you
don’t have to dress up or be bothered about your facial
expressions.

However, it takes more for you to prove yourself with only your voice
than your facial expressions. Your interviewer cannot see how
enthusiastic you are to get a job, get a scholarship or join a society
but he should be able to sense it in your voice. So, this is what you
should work towards after you have prepared for possible questions.
These are tips you should note before your phone interview:
•

Prepare hard, watch youtube videos, read up on the areas your
interviewer could question you from.

•

Rehearse as many times as possible. have someone ask you
questions and practice how you’d answer the questions.

• Take your interview in a very quiet place, you’d most likely take the
interview from your house. So, look for a quiet place. You can
inform everyone at home that you have an interview to avoid
disturbance during the interview.
• Make sure the network is perfect and your phone is in sound
condition
• Be early, do not decide that since it’s a phone interview, you can
just pick up So, this is what you should work towards after you
have prepared for possible questions.
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• Make sure the network is perfect and your phone is in sound condition
• Be early, do not decide that since it’s a phone interview, you can just
pick up your phone at any time. Settle down at least 20 minutes before
you get a call. It will help your composure and prevent you from
panicking when the call comes in.
• Preferably, use ear phones and speak into the mouth piece.

During your
phone interview
• Be audible. Do not make the mistake of thinking that
no matter how low you speak, your interviewer will
hear you. Speak up but please do not shout.
• Let your interviewer read the enthusiasm in your
voice and know you are ready for the interview.
Once its time, say “hello, my name is …..”. this leaves
a good impression.

• Once your interviewer introduces his/herself, take note of the first name and
repeat it during the course of the interviewer. This shows you are following.
• Be calm, there’s no need to rush your answers, answer boldly but calmly.
• Listen to questions carefully before you answer, if you are not clear, ask your
interviewer to repeat the question.
• Never cut short your interviewer but allow your interviewer cut you short.
• Avoid sounds like “errr”, “Errrm” or phrases such as “like”, “as in” or if there’s that
word you cannot do without repeating, throw it away during your interview.

• Avoid pacing during the interview, your interviewer can

sense it, sit in a place for composure.
• Avoid reading from a book or a paper, when you start
flipping through pages, your interviewer can hear. If you
must read at all, use an ipad, tab or a phone so you just

slide up, down or sideways.
• Try as much as possible to sound natural. This is where the
essence of practice comes in. if you have answered
possible questions over and over again, you’ll find it easy.

• Always ask a question once your interviewer is done.

“do you have any question?” of course you should
have. Make sure you ask a question, this could come
up during the course of the interview or to play safe,
ask a question about the organization.

Physical
Interviews

• Dress the part; we cannot overemphasize this. Don’t
put on shouting colours and understand the meaning
of “formal dressing”
• Knock twice and be told to come in before you appear

in front of the panel.
• Greet the panelists and smile.
• Please keep standing until you are told to sit.
• Now, you might not have the opportunity to look at

your phone or ipad to answer some questions so you
have to prepare hard.

• Answer questions audibly but calmly.
• Be convincing, your panelists can determine how
confident you are from your facial expressions and
your level of composure is obvious.

• Avoid too much gesticulations
• Sit properly and don’t be distracted for any reason
• Some panelists do not allow bags or phones inside
the interview room but if they do, make sure your
phone is on silence.

Answering the question

“Tell me about
yourself”

There is an 80% possibility that your interviewer
would either ask you “tell me about yourself” or

“introduce yourself”. Now, this is not the same “tell
me about yourself” a new friend would ask you. It is
a professional question that requires a professional
answer. When you are asked this question, you are

not expected to talk about personal things like your
favorite food or what number you are in your family.
No! you are meant to summarize your skills and
professional experience as it relates to what you
have applied for.

As simple as it sounds, it might be the key to acing your
interview. Be concise but detailed in your summary. If
you are student for instance, talk about what level and
department you are in, why you decided to study the
course, your academics, your extracurricular activities
and your achievements. Just make sure it is line with
what you have applied for. If you are being interviewed
for a new position, talk about your work experience, your
positions, your duties in those positions, how you

handled it and relevant skills that is useful for the
potential job.

